
ESSAY ON TOUGH PARENTS

Free Essay: STRICT PARENTS Having strict parents is both a blessing and a curse. Of course, I appreciate how they
don't want something to.

However, there has been controversy as to whether this type of approach is an effective way to deal with
children, particularly teenagers. I know this sounds unreasonable, but think about it. Online classes are one in
which both students and instructors communicate via their computers. This leads to disrespect and
non-obedience. The happy medium approach tends to compromise standards in ways that aren't good for kids
"Ok, you can stay up later" while continuing to use punishments like Timeouts -- milder, but still punishments.
In fact, the phrase was first colloquially by Alcoholics Anonymous and Al-Anon Newton to describe an
aggressive, but also caring response to negative behavior due to alcohol consumption. These parents expect
their rules to be obeyed without question and sometimes use harsh discipline methods that can be very harmful
to their child Baumrind. If you believe that a summer spent reading, taking creek walks and playing is better
than a specialized camp, then stick to your guns. Sarah Duval, a social worker for a California-based
public-assistance facility, also promotes this negative interpretation of tough love. I am sure all the parents
here will agree with me that being parents is tough. I grew thick skin. In addition, due to their strict and harsh
parenting, studies show that men who are raised in this manner tend to be more violent. Patterns of Child
Rearing. Being fair is also an important factor as well as being realistic. When it comes to parent-child
relationship, parents want that their kid trust them the most. Grolnick, Wendy S. Some parents often work
hard, and for long hours so as to leave their children an inheritance. My parents were strict but I know because
I can feel they always cared about all of us in their hearts. People claim for him to be a know it all, powerful
being. Bornstein, ed. I was totally crushed. I believe that if there was such a thing as God he would have to be
narcissistic. They weren't afraid to yell at me or put me in my place, but they also weren't afraid to give me
credit where it was due. On the other hand, Alice Walker in her book, Everyday Use, developed a story of
family who consist of a mother and her two daughters. The way a family is structured is called the parenting
style. Actually it is family where all the social ills come from. A parent is there to love and care for a child, to
help them with their physical, mental and emotional needs, and to bring up and raise responsible citizens who
are confident, polite, successful, loving and caring people. First, you have different parental techniques.


